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Abstract

Background: Scientific workflows have been commonly used in geospatial data analysis and Cyberinfrastructure.

They allow distributed geoprocessing algorithms, models, data, and sensors to be chained together to support

geospatial data analysis, and environmental monitoring, and integrated environmental modelling.

Results: This paper presents an open source geoprocessing workflow tool, GeoJModelBuilder. It leverages open

standards, Sensor Web, geoprocessing commands and services, OpenMI-compliant models together.

Conclusion: The implementation provides a flexible, reusable, interoperable, and user-friendly way for geoprocessing in

an open environment.

Keywords: Scientific workflow, Geoprocessing services, Environmental monitoring, Integrated environmental modelling,

Open standards

Background

With the rapid development of scientific computing and

web technologies, an increasing number of geospatial

information services are continuously available on the

Web. Open standards like the Open Geospatial Consor-

tium (OGC) interface standards, such as Web Process-

ing Service (WPS), Web Feature Service (WFS), and

Web Coverage Service (WCS), further promote sharing

and interoperation of geospatial information and

processing functions. For example, GeoPW, developed

by Wuhan University, is a WPS toolkit [1]. Almost 200

geoprocessing services are available in GeoPW, which

makes it easy to utilize geoprocessing services to complete

processing tasks for the Web client. However, an atomic

geoprocessing service is limited and sometimes fails to

meet demands of users for some large-scale and complex

processing tasks. The way of composing geoprocessing

services and constructing geoprocessing workflows is

important for fulfilling complex processing tasks [2, 3].

The workflow tool ArcGIS Model Builder can enable the

composition of various geoprocessing functions and

realize complex processing workflows. However, ArcGIS

Model Builder is limited to its own proprietary environ-

ments and can only compose geoprocessing functions in

ArcGIS. In this paper, we suggest that an open model

builder could at least provide the following capabilities: 1)

supporting open standards like OGC standards; 2) allow-

ing environmental monitoring and live geoprocessing by

incorporating sensor observations; 3) taking the best of

local and remote data and computing resources; 4)

connecting GIS functionalities with environmental models

for better decision making. In the past several years,

Wuhan University has been focusing on developing and

enriching some capabilities to an existing geoprocessing

workflow tool, named GeoJModelBuilder [4–7]. In this

paper, we will give a full review of current capabilities in

the software, and present some latest progress like model

as services to be integrated in the software and the script-

ing approach for broad connection to various geospatial

resources like GRASS (Geographic Resources Analysis

Support System) algorithms and geoprocessing services.

Versatile computing environments and heterogeneous

resources are distinguishing characteristics in big data era

[8, 9]. Under the circumstance, one of the key issue in

scientific workflows is that they often need to coordinate

these various resources. GeoJModelBuilder is a flexible,

extensible, interoperable, loosely-coupled workflow tool,

which is designed to support the Web environment as
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well as local algorithms and models. “Model as a Service”

(MaaS) approach has been used in the Model Web, which

takes the Web as the environment to integrate models

[10]. The MaaS approach can provide an engineering

approach towards the implementation of integrated

modelling systems layered on environmental information

infrastructures [11]. GeoJModelBuilder can use both the

Web and local models for integrated environmental mod-

elling. For complex environmental models such as numer-

ical time-marching models, the models could be exposed

as WebSocket services on the Web. In the local environ-

ment, they can be accessed through the OpenMI inter-

faces. For simple models like traditional geospatial analysis

algorithms, they could be exposed on the Web through

the WPS standard interface. Thus environmental models

can be wrapped as services following Web Service stan-

dards, and coupled through service-oriented workflows

[12, 13]. The OGC WPS standard specifies standard

operations such as GetCapabilities, DescribeProcess, and

Execute, for accessing geoprocessing functions on the

Web. When time-step based model interactions are

required in complex environmental models, the current

WPS specification is not sufficient to access complex

environmental models. In this case, GeoJModelBuilder can

accommodate the Open Modelling Interface (OpenMI), a

standard to describe modelling components and runtime

data exchanges between them [14], and makes the

OpenMI components accessible through the WebSocket

protocol. Thus, the OGC services, WebSocket services,

and OpenMI-compliant models are plugged in and play in

the GeoJModelBuilder to implement integrated modelling

and environmental monitoring. Furthermore, although

open standards like OGC standards facilitate the interoper-

ability, they do not solve the problem once for all. The

scripting approach by exporting workflows to scripts and

gluing various open source packages such as GRASS is

promising and accommodated into GeoJModelBuilder.

There are advantages for scripting languages to glue

different components and models. Multiple geoprocessing

algorithms and packages can be incorporated into

GeoJModelBuilder by a scripting approach, thus realizing

heterogeneous resources integration. This increases

the capabilities of GeoJModelBuilder to access both

Web and local resources when executing workflows.

GeoJModelBuilder is implemented as a desktop tool.

Its graphical user interfaces (GUI) are integrated with

the NASA World Wind [15]. NASA World Wind is

an open source virtual globe rendering engine, which

allows users to quickly and easily create interactive

visualizations of map and geographical information.

GeoModelBuilder can operate on operating systems

such as Windows or Unix/Linux.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-

lows. Section II introduces the implementation of

GeoJModelBuilder, including relevant technologies, archi-

tecture and applications. The conclusion is provided in III.

Implementation
Relevant technologies

GeoJModelBuilder is an open source geoprocessing work-

flow tool, capable of supporting geoprocessing services,

environmental monitoring, GRASS algorithms, and inte-

grated environmental modelling (IEM). A set of open

standards and technologies are leveraged to develop the

software.

1. It adopts the OGC standards include Web

Processing Service (WPS), Web Feature Service

(WFS), Web Coverage Service (WCS) and Web Map

Service (WMS). Sharing and interoperation of

geospatial information and processing functions can

be improved by using these services. By sending

GetCapabilities requests to OGC WPS, WFS, and

WCS services, GeoJModelBuilder is able to load all

geospatial resources in the platform and facilitates

the operation of dragging and dropping

geoprocessing functions for users.

2. The workflow tool is coupled with the NASAWorld

Wind, which supports the visualization of input

data, results, sensors, and services in an interactive

way. In GeoJModelBuilder, data layers in World

Wind can be bound to workflows as input data.

Execution results as maps can be visualized in World

Wind. If provenance of workflows are recorded, the

causal dependency connections between data layers

in World Wind and workflows could be used to

trace the lineage of data products.

3. Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) defines a series of

standards for information models and service

interfaces, such as Sensor Observation Service

(SOS), Sensor Event Service (SES), Sensor Planning

Service (SPS), and Web Notification Service (WNS).

SOS, SES, SPS and WNS are applied in

GeoJModelBuilder to support environmental

monitoring. Abnormal observations will

automatically trigger execution of workflows by

judging consistency with presupposed criteria.

4. WebSocket is a computer communications protocol,

providing full-duplex communication channels over

a single Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

connection. The WebSocket protocol is able to make

more interaction between a browser and a web

server, which realizes a real two-way ongoing

conversation [16]. WebSocket coupled with OpenMI

instantiates MaaS approach as well as implements

cooperation between components and services. The

approach enables GeoJModelBuilder to integrate

time-step based environmental models.
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5. GRASS is a free and open source Geographic

Information System (GIS) software commonly

used for geospatial data management and analysis

[17]. Incorporating GRASS components with

GeoJModelBuilder enriches classes of geoprocessing

functions and solves more complex geoprocessing

problems.

6. The services and scripts are embedded into

GeoJModelBuilder to execute geoprocessing

algorithms in a given order and monitor execution

situations in real time. The division of abstract and

concrete layers of workflows allows the geoprocessing

component could be instantiated using either services

or scripts/commands. For example, the execution

could be deferred to either services or GRASS scripts/

commands to support the composition of both

geoprocessing services and local software packages.

Architecture

The architecture of GeoJModelBuilder consists of four

modules: resource management module, environmental

monitoring module, geoprocessing workflow management

module which includes workflow designing, binding and

execting and data visualization and provenance module.

Services and components can be dynamically bound to

geoprocessing models in resources management module.

Geoprocessing modeling and environmental monitoring

can be achieved by the environmental monitoring module.

Through dragging, dropping and linking geoprocessing

functions on the operation panel, workflows can be gener-

ated friendly. The workflow models can be executed by

workflow executors, which are able to execute both ser-

vices and scripts. Map results can be visualized and traced

by the data exhibition and provenance module. Figure 1

shows the architecture and interactions among these

modules.

Service and component management

This module’s functionality is to manage distributed

services and components. OGC standard-compliant

services such as WPS, WFS, and SOS, and local geopro-

cessing algorithms in GRASS can be viewed as funda-

mental blocks to construct workflows. In order to

establish connections between local and distributed re-

sources, messages are exchanged using the eXtensible

Markup Language (XML). Variables to invoke GRASS

scripts are extracted and described in XML files. Models,

data and binding information are saved in different XML

files in order to ensure flexibility.

Workflows in GeoJModelBuilder are designed as two

layers, abstract and concrete layers, to seperate the busi-

ness logics from resource usage. The workflow binding

refers to the mapping from an abstract workflow to con-

crete resources, where underlying data and resources are

bound to nodes in the abstract workflow. Each workflow

node can be bound dynamically to specific services and

components based on the type and parameter mapping.

The seperation of the abstract and concrete layers has

advantages of logical consistency, physical separation

and dynamic adaptation.

Figure 2 shows the process to bind services and

components. In the left panel, resources are generally

divided into two parts, Processes and Events. Geoproces-

sing services or GRASS components have been bound

to each geoprocessing nodes listed in hierarchical trees

of the left panel by default. By clicking “Binding Model”

and selecting specific models, users can select the other

bindings and build up new bindings.

Environmental monitoring

The environmental monitoring module benefits from

interoperable geospatial Web Services and OpenMI com-

ponents. Versatile geospatial resources accessed through

Web Service interfaces, and numerous environmental

models following OpenMI can be plugged in GeoJModel-

Builder flexibly. One core function of OpenMI is the

ILinkableComponent interface. Components can be linked

using the interface, which captures all information about

the link between two linkable components. SWE-Standard

services such as SOS, SES, SPS and WNS are implemented

in GeoJModelBuilder in order to fulfill event-driven sensor

planning and geoprocessing. The event-driven mechanism

enables push-based active environmental monitoring and

automatic dissemination of abnormal events. SOS plays

the role of event producer, while SES plays the role of an

event processing engine. By means of subscribing for an

event, users will get the notification from WNS if abnormal

observations occur, they can either choose to access

existing observations or task sensor systems by a SPS for

new observations.

Time-dependent values and runtime interactions are

often required in environmental models. Time-step com-

putations of models simulate time-dependent phenomena

and need to interact continuously based on time-step
Fig. 1 Architecture of GeoJModelBuilder
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computations during runtime. The HTTP protocol

causes much overhead in the interaction of models on

the Web. OpenMI components are published as

WebSocket-based geoprocessing services, thus realizing

the time-step computations and MaaS approach.

Besides, a middleware is added to exchange data be-

tween services and components. In the environmental

monitoring module, SWE services, WebSocket services

and OpenMI-compliant models are incorporated into

GeoJModelBuilder to implement integrated modelling

and environmental monitoring.

Geoprocessing model designer

The geoprocessing model designer module provides

users a graphic user interface (GUI) to compose distrib-

uted services and components, coupled with construct

scientific workflows in a user-friendly way.

Activity is a functional unit in execution, which is

abstracted as an Input-Process-Output (IPO) form.

Activities are connected by data flows. Data flows not

only reflect data exchanges, but also imply execution

sequences of activities. For example, the data flow of

activity A and activity B means that the output of activ-

ity A is the input of activity B. Besides, it also implies

the execution sequence is from activity A to activity B.

In GeoJModelBuilder, an atomic activity is generated by

dragging and dropping a geospatial algorithm visually.

Workflows are expressed using inputting data, parame-

ters of processes, and linked activities in a specific order.

Workflow executor

The model executor module’s functionality is to execute the

geoprocessing workflow. It transforms abstract workflows

into concrete workflows by binding data and geopro-

cessing utilities. The framework of model executor is

showed in Fig. 3. It uses service executor when com-

poses OGC standard services, and uses script executor

when composes local geoprocessing components from

either open source tools or commercial packages.

Workflow execution engine in GeoJModelBuilder is im-

plemented to execute workflows, monitor the runtime

status, and record the provenance.

Data visualization and provenance

The aim of data visualization is to leverage NASA World

Wind to visualize input data, results, sensors and

geoprocessing services. In addtion to the tab used to con-

struct workflows, there is another tab to show the virtual

globe in GeoJModelBuilder in the right panel. Figure 4

Fig. 2 Resources binding

Fig. 3 Workflow execution mechanism
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shows the virtual globe and the geoprocessing result

loaded into the virtual globe. The layers are listed in the

left panel, which involves existed layers loaded into the

NASA World Wind and additional layers loaded by users.

Geospatial data, in-situ and remote sensors can also be vi-

sualized in the virtual globle.

If the abstract workflow is bound to specific services

to generate a concrete workflow, it is convenient to

check provenance of data and Quality of Service (QoS)

in GeoJModelBuilder. General QoS attributes, QoS-

aware optimization, and provenance checking are added

into GeoJModelBuilder. Therefore, it allows to provide

high quality of services for geospatial applications [7].

Results and discussion

The section introduces the integration method of

geoprocessing models and application of the workflow sys-

tem based on three specific cases. The aim of Case 1 is to

implement turbidity extraction from a GF-1 remote sensing

image of East Lake in Wuhan City, Hubei Province, China.

It demonstrates the integration of geoprocessing web

services in GeoJModelBuilder. Case 2 is on the IEM of

TOPography hydrological MODEL (TOPMODEL) and

Hargreaves model to predict watershed runoff. It uses the

MaaS approach, thus illustrating the integration of time-

step based model computations. The aim of Case 3 is to ex-

tract drainage networks from Digital Elevation Model

(DEM) Data, and demonstrate the scripting approach,

using GRASS algorithms as the processing units.

Use case 1

A number of placed water quality sensors in East Lake

can continuously collect chlorophyll concentration and

water turbidity data. When water turbidity exceeds the

threshold, remote sensing observation covering East

Lake is collected, a turbidity extraction processing flow

is triggered automatically. Figure 5 demonstrates the

whole process to extract turbidity and the implementa-

tion in GeoJModelBuilder. The observation imagery will

go through orthorectification, radiometric calibration,

atmospheric correction, clipping, Normal Differential

Water Index (NDWI) calculation, mask building, silt

inversion, and mapping processes to provide decision

support on whether pollution happens or the range of

pollution. These algorithms are accessible through inter-

operable services provided by GeoPW. It is possible to

incorporate services in a distributed information infra-

structure and improve the automatic discovery by using

the service and workflow technologies.

Use case 2

TOPMODEL is a hydrologic model which can be leveraged

to predict watershed runoff [18]. It takes topographic index,

precipitation, and evapotranspiration as inputs. The topo-

graphic index can be obtained from Digital Elevation Model

(DEM) using geospatial functions offered by GRASS, which

can be exposed as a WPS. Hargreaves method is able to cal-

culate evapotranspiration, which needs daily temperatures

as time-dependent inputs [19]. Hargreaves model is imple-

mented conforming to OpenMI-compliant components,

while TOPMODEL is implemented conforming to Web-

Socket services. A middleware technology is used to bridge

components and services, coupled with models, initialized

according to the network address of specified TOPMO-

DEL, the data address of topographic index and other

model parameters. In the simulation, the middleware

Fig. 4 Data visualization
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transfer precipitation and evapotranspiration to the TOP-

MODEL service according to time steps, and then acquire

processing results. The constructed workflow and analysis

results are demonstrated in Fig. 6. Data of this case is pro-

vided by CUAHSI Hydro-Desktop platform and from the

year of 2008. The time step of the watershed runoff simula-

tion is 1 day. Therefore, geospatial analysis functions,

WebSocket services and OpenMI-compliant models are

coupled together to implement integrated modelling and

environmental monitoring in GeoJModelBuilder.

Use case 3

A hydrological analysis application of extracting drainage

networks from DEM data is utilized to demonstrate

how GeoJModelBuilder uses algorithms from GRASS as

workflow components. GRASS provides Python interfaces

that allow its algorithms to be called in a command-based

style. GeoJModelBuilder adopts a scripting approach to

integrate GRASS. As Fig. 7 shows, methods of depressions

filling, flow direction calculation, flow accumulation, and

drainage network extraction are selected to compose the

workflow. These algorithms are accessible through local

components provided by GRASS. The scripting

approach follows a four-phase procedure: providing

XML descriptions of hydrologic models in GRASS,

constructing workflows of extracting drainage networks

based on XML descriptions, exporting the workflow into

a Python script, executing the script to get the final result.

The procedures are integrated in GeoJModelBuilder.

GeoJModelBuilder is able to execute python scripts to

Fig. 6 The case on watershed runoff

Fig. 5 The case on water turbidity
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invoke those algorithms in GRASS. The goal of utiliz-

ing a heterogeneous tool like GRASS is to enrich

GeoJModelBuilder with more geoprocessing capabil-

ities. In addition, the ability to support Python scripts

could allow GeoJModelBuilder to “glue” more hetero-

geneous tools, which could be regarded an improved

feature of GeoJModelBuilder.

Conclusions

This paper describes the architecture, methods, and

application of GeoJModelBuilder. It is an open source

workflow tool coupling geoprocessing Web Services,

Sensor Web Services, local processing software, OpenMI-

compliant models, and NASA World Wind to support

geoprocessing modeling and environmental monitoring.

The architecture of GeoJModelBuilder includes four

modules: resource management module, environmental

monitoring module, geoprocessing workflow module and

data visualization and provenance module. It is

designed as two layers consists of abstract and

concrete layer to take advantages of resources for

independence and dynamics adaption. Service inte-

gration, component integration, coupled with MaaS

integration are supported in GeoJModelBuilder. Thus

the tool provides a flexible, reusable, interoperable,

and user-friendly way for geoscientific application in

Cyberinfrastructure1.

Availability and requirements
GeoJModelBuilder, which is available through source-

forge at http://sourceforge.net/projects/geopw. It is an

open source software, and developed by Wuhan Univer-

sity. The software is written in JAVA and can run on

Windows or Unix/Linux operating systems.

Endnote
1An online demo video is provided on YouTube

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BamSP8-al3Y).
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